Fashion Angels 1000+ Ridiculously Cute Stickers for Kids - Fun Craft
Stickers for Scrapbooks, Planners, Gifts and Rewards, 40-Page
Sticker Book for Kids Ages 6+ and Up Review-2021

1000+ Fun Assorted Stickers - The Fashion Angels sticker collection includes 1000+ high quality
stickers with multiple themes. Kids and teens will enjoy cute trendy sticker designs like colorful
letters, monsters, donuts, ice cream, taco, rainbows, tropical plants, space objects, puppies, kittens,
emojis, unicorns and more.
Personalize Belongings - Your tween's playful and quirky side will definitely show with these fun
assorted stickers. Sticker bomb luggage, guitars, skateboards as they can be applied on to most
smooth surfaces. Make great laptop stickers.
Promotes Self Expression and Creativity - The 40-sheet sticker book for kids is exceptional for
designing scrapbooks, adding eye-catching reminders to planners, adding to diaries or journals and
decorating greeting cards.
Perfect Gift for Teachers, Teens & Children - Teachers can add to papers, or give out as rewards or
prizes. Teens will love expressing their style with these cool stickers. Great for for kids parties.
What's included - 40 pages of unique and strong adhesive stickers for kids, teens, and adults.
Recommended for boys and girls ages 6 and up.1000+ Ridiculously Cute Stickers by Fashion
Angels
Absolutely everything you have always dreamed about in a sticker is included in the 1000+
ridiculously cute stickers book from Fashion Angels. This fabulous collection of Ultra cool stickers,
thought bubbles, cactus, unicorns, Emoji, pizza, puppies, kitties, narwal, and so much more We just
can't even. Decorate greeting cards, notebooks, planners and more with this book of over 1000
stickers. It is probably the most amazing thing ever. Recommended for ages 6+
Stickers for Every Occasion!
Whether you are looking to grade papers, personalize a planner, or give out as a rewards the
options are endless. This sticker book includes 40 pages of one of a kind stickers. From letters to
doodles to seasons and so much more! Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

